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Every morning began the same. 
He would check website after 
website, monitor breaking 

news, immerse himself fully in what 
he called the stream of Internet con-
sciousness. There was also Twitter, 
and the latest videos, and hot new 
memes. Scan, cull, curate, comment, 
repeat. All day. Seven days a week. 
His popular blog required updating on 
the half-hour, after all, so the quest for 
new material never ceased. Until it 
made him sick.

“By the last few months, I realized I 
had been engaging — like most addicts 
— in a form of denial. I’d treated my 
online life as a supplement to my real 
life, an add-on, as it were,” blogging 
pioneer Andrew Sullivan wrote in his 
recent essay for New York Magazine. 
“But then I began to realize, as my 
health and happiness deteriorated, that 
this was not a both-and kind of situa-
tion. It was either-or.”

Sullivan exhibited what an addic-
tion researcher might call problematic 
Internet use. Some call it Internet 
addiction, though that concept remains 
much-debated. But few would refute 
that the rapid rise in popularity of 
smartphones — now nearly ubiqui-
tous, particularly among young people 
— has taken this issue to a whole new 
level. 

“Not long ago, surfing the web, how-
ever addictive, was a stationary activity. 
At your desk at work, or at home on 
your laptop, you disappeared down a 
rabbit hole of links and resurfaced min-
utes (or hours) later to reencounter the 
world,” wrote Sullivan. “But the smart-
phone then went and made the rabbit 
hole portable, inviting us to get lost in it 
anywhere, at any time, whatever else 
we might be doing.”

The smartphone also poses a chal-
lenge for people who study Internet 
addiction. The only validated scale in 
the English language for assessing 
Internet addition is the Internet Addic-
tion Test (IAT), which was developed 
in 1998, long before smartphones 

became commonplace. It contains 
terms such as Internet “log-ins” and 
being “off-line.”

“In 2016, that is a completely out-
dated concept,” said Dr. Michael Van 
Ameringen, a professor of psychiatry and 
behavioural neurosciences at McMaster 
University in Hamilton, Ontario. “We are 
always connected now.”

Van Ameringen and his team 
developed a more modern screening 
tool to identify people with problem-
atic Internet use. He recently pre-
sented findings from a survey (not yet 
published) on the Internet habits of 
254 first-year university students at the 
European College of Neuropsycho-
pharmacology’s annual meeting in 
Vienna, Austria. Though only 33 stu-
dents met the IAT criteria for Internet 
addiction, 107 met the new criteria for 
problematic Internet use.

“People with problematic use had 
significantly more anxiety and depres-
sion symptoms. They had significantly 
more problems with attention and 
focusing,” said Van Ameringen. “Even 
more interesting, these people had 
more functional impairment. It was 
interfering with school, work and fam-
ily life.”

The areas of Internet use that students 
reporting having the most trouble con-
trolling were video streaming (55.8%), 
social networking (47.9%) and instant-
messaging (28.5%). Some students spent 
more than six hours a day of their leisure 
time engaged in these activities. 

“Netflix, I think, is the curse of uni-
versity students ever achieving any-
thing,” said Van Ameringen. 

The difficulty of distinguishing 
problematic Internet use from produc-
tive Internet use may only grow as 
more of our day-to-day activities are 
conducted online and on smartphones. 
The Internet is where we pay our bills, 
find directions and read news. It’s 
where we conduct research, manage 
our investments and keep in touch with 
relatives. It is vital to many people’s 
jobs. It also so happens to be where we 
go to seek entertainment. 

“People have shifted a lot of their 
way of life onto the Internet, so that 
adds to the confusion,” said Van 
Ameringen. “And there is a group who 
can’t control it. They start and they 
can’t stop, and that is the group we are 
most interested in. When it stops you 
from doing what you are supposed to 
do, either at work or school or home, 

Mental health in the smartphone era

University students who met criteria for problematic Internet use in a survey were also 
more likely to have symptoms of depression and anxiety.
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then you have to be concerned about 
that.”

Though Internet addiction has also 
been shown in other research to be 
associated with mental health issues, 
such as depression and anxiety, it is 
still too early to say if excessive online 
activity actually causes those problems. 
It could be that people with mental 
health issues use the Internet as a cop-
ing mechanism. The anonymity of 
many online communities, for example, 
may be appealing to someone with 
social anxiety issues.  

“The research area of Internet addic-
tion is relatively new and research is just 
beginning to understand the problem bet-
ter,” Daria Kuss, a senior lecturer in psy-
chology at Nottingham Trent University 
in the United Kingdom, said in an email. 

Relevant research and psychothera-
pists working in this area do indicate, 
however, that “comorbidity” of Internet 
addiction and other mental disorders 
tends to be common, noted Kuss, the 
lead author of a recent systematic review 
on Internet addiction and problematic 
Internet use in the World Journal of 

Psychiatry.  But the issue of whether the 
Internet itself is the primary problem, or 
just a proxy for other issues, remains up 
for debate.

“This question is a tricky one,” said 
Kuss, “and preliminary evidence would 
suggest that Internet addiction can be 
viewed both as a primary disorder (i.e., it 
is the individual’s main concern) as well 
as a secondary disorder (it appears sec-
ondary to say depression or anxiety).” — 
Roger Collier, CMAJ
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